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RE:

Washington State Wolf Post Recovery Plan EIS Scope Comments

Ms. Wood,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the proposed scope for the
Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife (WDFW) Washington State Wolf Post-Recovery Plan. We
were very disappointed that the September 25, 2019 open house scheduled for Pasco was canceled.
Many of our residents, and those of surrounding counties, were planning on attending the event.
This would have been a prime opportunity for the public and WDFW to engage in a conversation
about the subject, and would have been a great opportunity for WDFW to better inform the public
about the wolves in Washington.
The 2011 Wolf Recovery Plan appears to be, if not a success, well on its way to being so. In fact, it
may be argued that the Recovery Plan has been too successful in some areas. Franklin County, WA, is
beginning to see evidence of wolf activity in the northern parts of the County. In addition, various
County residents have rights to rangeland both in Franklin County and counties further north. Some
now refuse to move their herds into their northern ranges because of either personally experiencing
wolf predation, or due to the risk of such to their herds. As WFDW develops its EIS Scope for the Post
Recovery Plan, it is our hope that your agency will investigate the following items:
1. Investigate why there are no significant wolf packs west of, or really even in, the Cascade
Range. Considering the number of elk, deer, and other herd animals within the range, the alpine
environment, relatively low intensity human development, etc., it is odd that such prime wolf
habitat is nearly absent of wolves. The perception of many affected landowners is that Westside
wolves get moved to the east of the Cascades, but eastern wolf packs/individual wolves are
never moved from the East to the West What is the cause for the wolves located in western
Canada to always move east of the Cascades before they move south into Washington?
2. Investigate better tracking and reporting methods. WDFW acknowledges getting an accurate
wolf count is difficult, partly because only certain animals are electronically tracked. Why not
track all wolves that are encountered? Based on WDFW's estimates, there are around 126
wolves in Washington, but that is likely an undercount. More accurate tracking will help clarify
this, as well as questions regarding how far each animal ranges, whether there is mixing of packs
and breeding pairs, whether a "lone wolf' is actually alone, or part of a pack, etc. Another benefit
will be to assist in clarifying whether livestock predation is at a higher risk due to wolf activity in
an area, allowing WDFW to potentially develop a warning system to inform ranchers and others
impacted by wolf activity that additional steps to protect livestock may be necessary, in real
time.
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